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Background on #Metoo in China

The issue of sexual harassment and the #MeToo movement in mainland China has burst into the spotlight again 

court in December in support of Zhou Xiaoxuan (“Zhou”), a young woman bringing a claim of sexual misconduct 

Zhou Xiaoxuan’s Case

CCTV, the State broadcaster. She also described and made public the incident in a series of social media posts 
which subsequently were widely shared and re-posted. She accused Zhu of groping her, trying to place his hands 
inside her dress and pulling her onto him, before forcibly kissing her. Zhou is seeking a public apology and 

or source of redress. 
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hearing. It is not clear at present when this will take place. 

or legal redress.

language, images, physical behaviour or otherwise, against their will”. It goes on to say that enterprises, schools, 

Commentators have already suggested that it may be necessary to show that a company’s failure to implement or 

be deemed sexual harassment in the course of employment. Nevertheless, the new law provides some basis for 
claims against employers and a fuller framework to work with than previously.
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own stated corporate values and global ethical or business standards.

this process and to help develop an environment which prevents sexual harassment.

Sexual harassment does not need to take place between a man and a woman, and “same sex” harassment is also 
prohibited.

Employers may be held vicariously liable for the acts of employees during their employment unless they have taken 
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